4./5. NOV. 17

16./17. DEC. 17

3./4. FEB. 18

3./4. MAR 18

4 weekends with 2 competition days and courses from well-known, international judges
Agility at the levels 1,2,3 and Oldies and Jumping Open each day
Daily results will be available for each height and class; weekend and cup-results will be available
for each height
Prizes: an agility-jump for the cup-winner and other unique trophies
Big, heated hall with artificial grass, excellent equipment and infrastructure.

Dates:
1. Weekend :

4./5. November 2017

Lenka Pankova (CZ), Polona Persuh (SLO)

(Registration deadline: 25.October 2017)
2. Weekend:

16./17. December 2017

Bernd Hüppe (AT), Gabi Steppan (AT)

(Registration deadline: 6. December 2017)
3. Weekend:

3./4. February 2018

Anders Virtanen (FIN), Ron van Straten (NL)

(Registration deadline: 24. January 2018)
4. Weekend:

3./4. March 2018

Sandra Deidda (ITA), Peter Kindle (LIE)

(Registration deadline: 21. February 2018)

Venue:

ÖRV HSV Union Königstetten, Hundesportzentrum Dog-Motion,
artificial grass, heated hall ( http://www.dog-motion.at )

Registration fee: Saturday OR Sunday: 22 € (payment due until registration deadline)
Saturday AND Sunday: 40 € payment due until registration deadline)
all four weekends : 152 € (payment due until 25.10.17)
Please transfer the entry fee in advance to the following bank account:
Dog-Motion GmbH, IBAN: AT65 3258 5000 0850 5216, BIC: RLNWATWWOBG
(Please add the trial date, your and your dog’s name)
Your application will be confirmed after receipt of the entry fee!
In case of cancellation you can nominate somebody taking your place. Please note that we
cannot refund any payments in case of cancellation after registration deadline. For upfront
payments for all 4 weekends a refund up to the difference of the normalprice can be given in
case of injury or illness.

Registration:

please go to: https://www.dognow.at Please note, that we can only take a limited number
of teams.

Camping:

Please book in advance! 5€ / night. After registration on “Dognow” please go to
„Meldungen“  book on the applicable dates under „Optionen“

Trial Regulations:
The ICEBEAR CUP consists of the above mentioned 4 trial-weekends. One A1, A2, A3 and A-oldies as well as a
Jumping Open will be conducted on each trial day. Oldie-dogs will run with reduced jumping height according
to their size. There will be different courses for Small/Medium dogs (morning) and Large dogs (afternoon).
Daily assessment: The Agility-runs and the Jumping Open will be scored for each level and height according to
the “ Jahresmeisterschlüssel*. All points will be added and the team with the highest score will win the daily
evaluation. In case of a tie the result of the Agility run will be the deciding factor.
Trophies will be given to the three best teams of each height and level.
Weekend assessment:. The Agility-runs will be scored according to the “ Jahresmeisterschlüssel* for each level
and height. For the Jumping Open the first 15 competitors of each height will receive points according to the
“Jahresmeisterschlüssel*.
The points of all 4 runs will be summed up and the team with the highest score will win the weekend
evaluation. You need to have participated in all 4 runs to qualify for the weekend evaluation. In case of a tie the
result of the Agility run will be the deciding factor.
Trophies will be given to the three best teams of each height.
Cup-Assessment: The two higher scores of the Agility-runs and Jumping Open of each weekend will be
summed up. Winner of the ICEBEAR-CUP will be the team with the highest score. In case of a tie the result of
the Agility run will be the deciding factor.
Unique trophies will be given to the three best teams of each height. The winner of the ICEBEAR-CUP will also
receive an aluminium Jump, sponsored by

Additional Informationen:
About the dog training center www.dog-motion.at
Find us on facebook: „Hundesporthalle Dog-Motion“
About the competititon: https://www.dognow.at

Rooms, Camping, Hotels:
you can find info here: Unterkunftsfolder

Travel Information
Googlemaps: „Hundesportzentrum Dog-Motion“
GPS : 48°18'32", 16°07'56"
Address: Langenlebarnerstraße 20, 3433 Königstetten. !!! Please take care: many GPS-systems will
show a wrong location!!!
Coming from the direction of “Tulln” take the exit “Königstetten” at the roundabout with the military
plane. Go straight until you see the signs “ Langenlebarn”,” Bahnhof”, “Kläranlage”, “Flugplatz” – take the
sharp left turn there. The second building on the right is the Dog-Motion Center.
Coming from Langenlebarn going in the direction of Königstetten you will find the Dog-Motion Center on
the left side just bevor the “Kläranlage”.

Coming from Riederberg go through Ollern and Tulbing to Königstetten. At the first traffic light you turn
left. As soon as you see the signs “Langenlebarn”, “Flugplatz”, “Bahnhof”, “Kläranlage” turn right. The
second building on the right after the turn is the Dog-Motion Center.
Coming from Klosterneuburg (B14) you turn left to Tulbing/Königstetten. In Königstetten take a right turn
at the 3rd traffic light. Turn right at the signs “ Langenlebarn”,” Bahnhof”, “Kläranlage”, “Flugplatz”. The
second building on the right is the Dog-Motion Center.

Coming from Exelberg turn left at the first traffic light in Königstetten. Go straight at the next traffic light
and then turn right at the following traffic light. As soon as you see the signs “Langenlebarn”, “Flugplatz”,
“Bahnhof”, “Kläranlage” turn right. The second building on the right after the turn is the Dog-Motion
Center.

The

DOGmotion-Team

is looking forward to welcoming you!

*Jahresmeisterschlüssel
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